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QoS-Guaranteed Admission Control for OFDMA-based Systems 
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This paper proposes a novel admission control (AC) algorithm for guaranteed quality of service (QoS) to all users. The proposed 
solution provides better utilization of system capacity using adaptive modulation (AM). A scheduler based on a per user priority 
function is also given in this paper. The AC is given by allocating the exact number of slots for each user that will meet its QoS. For 
every new user the number of slots required to meet its service requirements is estimated based on its channel quality information 
(CQI), packet arrival rate and buffer length. Using the average QoS achieved, the satisfaction index (SI) and priority is calculated for 
every user, which is used as key input for the scheduler. Further, the resource allocation in time and frequency for Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDMA) systems is also discussed based on user satisfaction and number of slots required for each 
user. Finally, the proposed design is validated with OFDMA systems, but can be extended to any wireless system. 
 
Index Terms— Admission control, Cross-layer, OFDMA, RRM  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ext generation wireless networks support various kinds of 
services with different QoS requirements. These services 
are provided through the wireless medium, which is dynamic 
due to fading and the mobility of the user. The main challenge 
for an operator is to efficiently provide a variety of services in 
dynamic propagation conditions. The efficiency can be 
defined in different ways by considering various parameters. 
Here, we consider efficient usage of system resources by the 
better utilization of the bandwidth along with the QoS and 
fairness to all the existing users irrespective of the system 
conditions like load and channel conditions like fading etc. 
    The radio resource management (RRM) [1] [2] is the key 
feature that needs to be considered in next generation wireless 
systems. The main features of RRM are handoff and AC, and 
AC is the first thing that needs to be addressed in RRM, as 
even in case of handoff from one cell to another, the user has 
to be admitted into the cell before performing handoff. The 
user admitted in the cell can affect the system conditions and it 
also affects the QoS for the existing users. A wrong admission 
congests the network and also degrades the QoS of existing 
users. 
    In this work the admission of a new user is done by 
considering these issues by using a cross layer approach with 
adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) in the physical layer 
and a scheduler in the MAC layer. AMC is used in the 
physical layer for the efficient bandwidth utilization for a 
given error performance. The scheduler plays an important 
role in the provision of QoS. Here the design of the scheduler 
is based on the priority. Each user is given a priority, which is 
calculated based on the level of user satisfaction. In this work, 
the radio Resource Allocation (RA) is done on the DL 
OFDMA, by which a better radio link capacity is achieved 
exploiting multiuser diversity with a dynamic allocation in 
both time and frequency dimensions. 
    In [4], Qingwen proposed a cross layer scheduling 
algorithm with QoS guaranteed for the user. In this paper we 
extend the work in [4] for an OFDMA based system. The RA 
is done in time and frequency; hence the diversity is achieved 
in two domains. Also we use a multiple-input and multiple-
output (MIMO) system, and hence the spatial diversity is also 
achieved. The diversities in temporal, spectral and spatial 
domains result in support for diverse QoS guarantees, which 
are not considered in [4]. 
    In [5] Jia Tang proposed a cross layer RA for OFDMA 
systems, but did not consider scheduling, which is one of the 
important features for QoS. Also in [6], the author proposed 
utility based cross layer AC for OFDMA systems, but the RA 
and scheduling were not considered. Also [5] and [6] are not 
for OFDMA based systems. 
    The proposed framework is not related to any specific 
standard and can be used in any next generation air interface 
technology based on OFDMA.  
    The paper is organized as follows. The system model is 
described in Section II and the priority based scheduling based 
on user satisfaction is described in Section III. The radio RA 
for the OFDMA frame is explained in Section IV and the AC 
algorithm in Section V. The results based on simulations in 
MATLAB are given in Section V and Section VII concludes 
the paper and proposes the follow up work. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL 
    Figure 1 explains the cross layer system model used in this 
work. The objective of this model is to perform the AC 
algorithm for an OFDMA-based system, by taking into 
account the effects of the queue in the scheduler, AMC in 
choosing the right mode based on the received SNR and 
packet error rate (PER), RA based on CQI and priorities, and 
MIMO with 2x2 antennas. 
    The AC algorithm is triggered when a new user sends a 
request. The new user can also be due to handoff, which needs 
to be admitted into the cell based on the resources available. 
The user sends a request with its service requirements and 
with the Doppler frequency and fading index. Based on the 
type of service, QoS and channel parameters the AC algorithm 
estimates the number of slots needed by the user to meet its 
requirements, which is explained in section V. If the estimated 
number of slots is available in the system then the user is 
admitted. 
    The priority based scheduler receives the QoS achieved by 
the user, based on which it calculates the level of user 
satisfaction - SI. The user with the least SI gets the highest 
N 
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priority in the RA. Hence the user priorities are sent to RA by 
the scheduler. RA is done based on the priorities from the 
scheduler and from the preferred slot input from the user. 
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Fig. 1.  System model for AC. 
The preferred slot is calculated from the CQI, which is 
calculated by each user in each subcarrier. Then the CQI per 
slot is calculated, which is sent to the base station. CQI can 
also be calculated by the base station by using the channel 
estimation for every user, which will reduce the overhead sent 
by user. In this work we assume the base station has perfect 
knowledge about the channel. 
III. PRIORITY BASED SCHEDULER 
    The main function of the priority based scheduler is to 
schedule the users based on the estimated priority, so that the 
user with highest priority is scheduled first, by which fairness 
will be achieved for each user. The amount of resources to be 
allocated to each user is estimated by the AC algorithm based 
on the QoS. The scheduler calculates the priorities for each 
user and sends these to RA. The priority is calculated for each 
user based on the achieved QoS by the user. For each user the 
SI is calculated, which gives the level of user satisfaction with 
the throughput and delay achieved with respect to the desired 
values. The desired values of QoS are assumed to be 
dependent on the type of service.  
    Here we consider four types of service classes, which are 
shown in Table I. Class 1 users, have equal weights for rate 
and delay. Class 2 is for real time users like video 
applications, Class 3 users have more weight for the rate and 
Class 4 users are the best effort users. The weights for each 
class are used in calculating the priority function. 
 
TABLE I 
SERVICE CLASSES AND SI COEFFICIENTS 
Class Rate Delay rt
u  
nrt
u  
notes 
1 200kbps 50ms 1 1 High rate and 
low delay 
2 - 50ms 1 0 Low delay 
3 200kbps - 0 1 High rate 
4 - - 0 0 Best effort 
The SI [7] is represented as a function of delay )(tu  (Eq. 1) 
or as a function of rate )(tu  (Eq. 2). In either case, the 
lower the SI, the higher is the priority that a user will be 
assigned. 
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where )(uT  is a safety margin. 
The delay component SI is expressed referring to the head of 
line delay (HOL), 
u , and the maximum delay for service u, 
)(uT , while the rate component is expressed in terms of the 
average rate measured, 
u , and the desired data rate, u̂ . 
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u̂  is the margin coefficient. 
    The priority function given by Eq. 5 has two components 
rt
u  and
nrt
u . The expressions for these two components are 
given below (Eq. 3 and 4): 
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    In both components, max/ RRR Fu  is the a-dimensional 
coefficient expressing the sustainable data rate on the current 
frame F determined by the AMC normalized to the maximum 
PHY data rate. The sustainable data rate on frame F is based 
on the mean received SNR and target PER and the direct 
proportionality to the priority function is another step towards 
achieving fairness in the presented system. Ru makes sure that 
the user with better channel quality gets more priority than the 
user will lower channel quality. 
    Using the above equations, the calculation of priority 
function u  is shown below (Eq. 5):  
)5(nrtu
nrt
u
rt
u
rt
uu  
where the weight coefficients 
rt
u  and 
nrt
u  are determined 
based on the service type described in Table I. 
IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
    The RA is done on the OFDMA grid of subcarriers 
spanning the time-frequency domain. On the time-axis, the 
OFDM symbols are represented while on the frequency axis a 
certain number of subcarriers are represented depending on 
the FFT length used [8]. For the two axes we define two 
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partition factors - 
t  and f . In OFDMA, the minimum 
allocation unit is represented by a slot. Thus, one OFDMA 
frame is composed of ft  slots.  
    The OFDMA parameters are presented in Table II. The 
PHY layer parameters are chosen according to the IEEE 
802.16 standard and payload mapping is done according to 
adjacent subcarrier permutation, both defined in [9]. 
TABLE II 
PHY layer parameters 
Parameter Value 
FFT points 128 
Pilot sub 12 
Left guard sub 10 
Right guard sub 19 
Data sub 108 
OFDM symbols 48 
CP length 11.43 µs 
OFDM symbol time 102.86 µs 
t  
12 
f  
16 
Slot dimension 4*6 
  
    The allocation of slots to the users is based on the CQI 
calculated at the user side. Each user calculates the CQI for 
each subcarrier and averages this information to find the CQI 
in each slot before sending this information to the base station. 
By receiving the CQI calculation, the base station determines 
the preferred slot for each user and assigns a priority 
),,( jiu t   to this best slot. This information is spread to 
the neighbor slots to calculate the priorities of the user in other 
slots, which is useful in case two or more users denote the 
same preferred slot. The spreading is based on the Euclidean 
distance (Eq. 6) between the preferred slot and all other slots: 
)6()ˆ()ˆ( 22
,ˆ̂ jjiiijji
l  
where i   [1; t ] and j   [1; f ]. 
Taking into consideration the spreading factor, the priorities 
that each slot is assuring are given by (Eq. 7): 
)7()1(),,(
,ˆ̂ ijjijiu
lt  
where  is the coefficient denoting the loss by assigning the 
user to a slot other than the one considered the preferred one. 
By using the spreading function we are assuring that even if a 
service does not receive the best slot for its request, slots are 
assigned as to maximize the priority to a value close to the 
priority value calculated in the scheduler for that particular 
service. Hence the goal of the RA is to maximize the sum of 
the priorities of all slots. 
V. ADMISSION CONTROL 
    For each new request the admission control calculates the 
number of slots required to meet the QoS requested by the 
user. For this we use Markov analysis to predict the number of 
slots. Each state of the Markov Chain (U, C), is represented by 
a pair where index U indicates the number of data packets 
waiting in the queue and C indicates the number of packets 
transmitted in the OFDMA time frame. If the buffer length is 
K then U can take a value between 0 and K. The number of 
packets transmitted depends on the number of slots allocated 
to the user and the AMC mode used by the user. Hence 
, 1, 2,.....,Cn bRn n N           (8) 
where b is the number of slots allocated to the user and Rn 
depends on the AMC mode. C can take any value in 
0, ...{ }Nc c where N is the number of modes in AMC. The 
modes used in AMC are shown below in Table III. 
TABLE III 
AMC parameters 
Transmission mode Modulation Rn Ru 
0 No transmission 0 0 
1 4-QAM 2 2/6 
2 16-QAM 4 4/6 
3 64-QAM 6 1 
 
    The number of packets waiting in the queue depends on the 
arrival process A and on the service process and the buffer 
length allocated to the user. The service process status 
depends on the CQI. The service process can be in one of the 
transmission modes reported with a pre-defined probability, 
see (4) in [10], derived from the average SNR, the Doppler 
Frequency and the Nakagami fading index m. As the number 
of packets transmitted depends on the number of slots and 
AMC mode (Eq. 8), the probability of the service process 
changing from one state to another depends on the transition 
probability of a user changing from one AMC mode to another 
mode, by assuming that the number of slots allotted to the user 
is fixed. 
    In [11], SNR was divided in adjacent regions based on the 
desired BER. Then the transition probabilities between the 
various SNR regions were determined based on the Level 
Crossing Rate (LCR) of the channel fading distribution. 
    From the desired BER and the BER expression for 
Rectangular Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) 
modulation over the Nakagami fading channel, Eq.8.108 in 
[13], the AMC procedure determines a partition of the SNR in 
N +1 regions         0 0, 1 1 2 2, , , , , ,       . In this 
way, from the average SNR on the radio link, we determine 
the modulation to be used in order to satisfy BERu < BERtarget. 
The transmission mode i is used when  1,av i i    for i > 
0 and transmission mode 0 is used when 0av  . 
    The arrival process is modelled with a Poisson distribution. 
( ) / !aP a e a            (9) 
where 0a  . { }E A  ¸ is the packet arrival rate: The 
average number of packets arriving over one second and it 
depends on the traffic model. 
    The Packet Loss Rate (PLR) is composed of two factors: 
The PER due to channel fading statistics and the PER due to 
dropped packet because of the finite buffer length K. The total 
PLR can be expressed as  
01 (1 )(1 )dPLR P P                          (10) 
where 0P is the PER due to channel fading and dP  is the 
dropping probability. dP  depends on the packet arrival rate 
E{A} and the buffer lengths. 
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    From the steady state distribution of the two-dimensional 
Markov Chain ( , )P U u C c  , expected number of 
packets dropped from queue D can be expressed as in [10], 
from which dP  is calculated as shown below. 
, ,
max{0, max{0, }}
{ }
. ( ). ( , )a A u U c C
a K u c
E D
P A a P U u C c  
  

  
        (11) 
{ }/d fP E D T            (12) 
From dP , the PLR is determined as in Eq 10 and throughput 
is calculated as 
(1 )prior PLR                                                              (13) 
The expected delay is derived as follows. Let Nw be the 
number of average packets waiting in the queue plus the 
number of average packets transmitted in one frame. This is 
expressed using steady probability ( , )P U u C c  . 
    Following Little’s Theorem [12], we can derive the average 
/ { }(1 )prior w dN E A P                                                   (14) 
Hence the throughput and delay for the new user can be 
estimated by assuming the user is allocated b slots. By 
increasing the number of slots allocated to the user, the 
throughput achieved by the user will increase and the delay 
will decrease. Hence the AC algorithm finds the right number 
of slots needed by the user for achieving the requested delay 
and throughput. 
j d
j J
b b N

                                                                  (15) 
J is the total number of users available in the system and bj is 
the number of slots allocated to user j. If the total number of 
slots used in the system plus the number of slots required for 
the new user is less than the total number of slots Nd in the 
system, then the user is admitted.  
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The simulation setup used to measure the performance of the 
AC is as follows. We consider four types of users with 
different requirements as given in Table I. For each service the 
target PER is taken as 0.05 and the target SNR is 27dB. The 
base station can transmit to each user with a different 
modulation scheme in every frame, which is decided based on 
the received SNR and the PER requirement of the service. 
Here we use 3 modes of transmission, which are 4-QAM, 16-
QAM and 64-QAM, based on the SNR, if the received SNR is 
below a certain threshold then mode 0 is used, where there is 
no transmission. 2x2 MIMO system is used, and between each 
antennas the Nakagami fading channel is simulated with fd = 
10Hz and fading index m = 1. 
    The base station transmits to each user, in their preferred 
slots, which is measured by the user based on CQI. The 
OFDMA modulation is used for the transmission, where the 
frame duration T is 5ms. Each frame has 48 symbols and each 
symbol contains 128 subcarriers. Each slot is defined as 4 
symbols of 8 subcarriers, which constitutes 32 subcarriers in 
each slot. The total number of slots that can be allocated to the 
users is 192. 
    The packet arrival rate and buffer length are the key 
parameters in the Markov analysis to predict the number of 
slots needed by the new user. The values used are shown in 
the table below. 
TABLE IV 
PACKET ARRIVAL PARAMETERS 
 
Class 1 and 3 Class 2 and 4 
Buffer length 40 Buffer length 10 
Avg. pkt 
arrival rate 
6 pkts/frame Avg. pkt 
arrival rate 
1 pkt/frame 
 
    Figure 2 shows the average throughput of the users in class 
1, 2 3, and 4 over time, without AC, where each user gets a 
fixed allocation of 5 slots in every frame. It can be seen clearly 
that for class 1 and 3 users the throughput is not satisfied and 
is around 120 kbps not fulfilling the required 200kbps and for 
class 2 and 4 users the average throughput is 80 kbps, which is 
above the required QoS. Hence the QoS is not guaranteed for 
class 1 and 3 users and  for class 2 and 4 users the bandwidth 
is not utilized efficiently. 
 
Fig. 2.  Throughput with fixed allocation 
 
Figure 3 shows the average throughput, when the system 
has only class 1 users. The average throughput of Class 1 
users was plotted w.r.t the number of users in the system. It 
can be seen that as the load or number of users increases the 
average throughput of the existing users is maintained 
consistently. 
Figure 4 shows the average throughput obtained by class 1 
and 3 users over time. The system reaches its maximum load 
at the end of the simulation, where all slots are allocated to all 
users. When the system reaches maximum load, there are 12 
users of class 1, 7 users of class 2, 9 users of class 3 and 7 
users of class 4. In total 35 users in the system. Hence it can 
be observed that as the system reaches its maximum usage of 
slots the QoS for class 1 and 3 is maintained. For class 1 and 3 
users the throughput is above the 200kbps consistently. The 
throughput achieved by class 2 and 4 users is shown in Figure 
5 where it can be seen that the throughput achieved is 
consistently greater than 12.8 kbps. Hence, using the AC, the 
throughput is guaranteed for each class of user. 
In Figure 6 the delays achieved by class 1 and 2 users are 
plotted, as both are delay sensitive users. It can be observed 
that the delay starts with zero, in the start of simulation where 
there are less users and as the simulation progresses the load 
increases to maximum. The average delay of each class is 
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within the required limit of 50 ms. 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Throughput with only class 1 users 
 
Fig. 4.  Throughput for different class 1 and 3 users 
 
 
Fig. 5.  Throughput for different class 2 and 4 users 
VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we proposed an AC algorithm based on 
schedulers in MAC, AMC and MIMO with RA based on 
priority and CQI by considering cross-layer effects in the 
admission of a new user. Using this the number of slots 
required to meet a user’s QoS requirement is estimated, hence 
the QoS is guaranteed to each user irrespective of the system 
and channel conditions. By using the AMC the bandwidth is 
utilized efficiently in all the channel conditions and by 
achieving diversity in time and frequency using RA and 
spatial diversity using MIMO, this system can support users 
with varied QoS. Here we showed for four types of services 
the achieved differences in QoS, or the lack of fairness, will be   
taken care of by the scheduler by giving more priority to users 
with less satisfaction. 
The main application of this is in RRM for next generation 
networks. The future work will be to extend for heterogeneous 
wireless networks, where the AC should select the most 
suitable cell and radio access technology for the user that can 
cater the best QoS to the user while maximizing the overall  
 
Fig. 6.  Delay profile for classes 1 and 2 
 
capacity of the heterogeneous network. Also this work can be 
used in self optimization of the network, by taking into 
account the cross layer dependencies, like dynamic buffer 
allocation etc. 
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